A2X Announcement

Prosus to be the 40th company to list on A2X
16 December 2020: Prosus N.V (share code: PRX) has been approved for a secondary listing on A2X
Markets and will list on 23 December 2020. Prosus will retain its primary listing on the Euronext stock
exchange in Amsterdam and its listing on the Johannesburg Stock Exchange (JSE). Prosus’ issued share
capital will be unaffected by its secondary listing on A2X.
Prosus is a global consumer internet group and one of the largest technology investors in the world.
Operating and investing globally in markets with long-term growth potential, Prosus builds leading
consumer internet companies that empower people and enrich communities.
A2X CEO, Kevin Brady said, As the largest listed consumer internet company in Europe and one of the
most liquid companies on the African continent, this is a great endorsement for the benefits of an
additional listing on A2X. We are absolutely thrilled to be welcoming Prosus to A2X next week.”
Brady added “Our much lower exchange fees and narrower spreads will create large savings for
transacting investors in Prosus shares. Furthermore, this listing supports the ongoing growth and
progression of South Africa’s capital market”.
The Prosus listing will bring the number of securities available for trade on A2X to 40 and with a market
cap of R2.7 trillion, more than doubles the A2X combined market capitalisation to nearly R5 trillion. A2X
has listings from many key sectors, including media, property, mining, banking, retail, FMCG, financial
services, insurance, healthcare and telecommunications.
A2X is a licensed stock exchange which provides a secondary listing venue for companies. It is regulated
by the Financial Sector Conduct Authority and the Prudential Authority (SARB) in terms of the Financial
Markets Act. A2X began trading in October 2017 and has eight approved brokers, including five of the
top six largest brokers as measured by value traded.
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